Journalism has become a university subject in Germany.

A course in Japanese will be offered by the University of Chicago.

Andrew Carnegie has given Williams College $900,000 to free the infirmary from debt.

Northwestern University is said to have the largest attendance of any college in the country, after Harvard and Michigan.

Walter Camp suggests the adoption of Rugby football in large colleges, in order to give the men of light weight a chance to show their ability.

Great dissatisfaction exists at Harvard among faculty and students in regard to the Cambridge postal facilities. They will take united action to bring the state of affairs before the Government.

The opening number of the *Yale Record* thus addresses the Freshman, in the words of the familiar hymn: "'There are ninety and nine that safely lie in the shelter of the fold.' Yes, '99, thou art in our midst, and all we may now say is that 'you're better than 'oo!'"

The Greek letter societies of the University of Michigan include twenty-eight fraternities and eight "sororities." One fraternity, it is said, admits both sexes to membership. This is the largest coeducational establishment in the world, the "co-eds" there numbering between five and six hundred; those in the medical school are ungallantly termed "hen medics."

Yale's preliminary catalogue shows the Faculty to number 225,—an increase of 19 over last year. The statistics for the academic department are: Seniors, 279; Juniors, 281; Sophomores, 324; Freshmen, 330. Total, 1,214,—an increase of 64. Sheffield Scientific School, 590,—a decrease of 72, owing to a large increase in the number of requirements for admission.

The admirers of Kipling at Cornell are sufficiently enthusiastic to form a Kipling Club, which offers prizes for the best essays on given topics. The *Cornell Magazine* for June contains the successful article in the first competition, "The Life and Adventures of Terence Mulvaney." Cornell's appreciation of Kipling is further evinced by the *Era's* offering of a complete set of his prose works for the best short story received by that magazine.

The All-American baseball nine for 1895 as published in *Harper's Weekly* by Casper W. Whitney is: Catcher, Greenway, Yale; Pitcher, Carter, Yale; First Base, Goecle, Pennsylvania; Second Base, Ward, Princeton; Third Base, Beaman, Wesleyan; Short Stop, Brooks, Princeton; Left Field, Payne, Princeton; Center Field, Redington, Yale; Right Field, Bradley, Princeton. Substitutes: Catcher, Trenchard, Princeton; Pitcher, Mahoney, Georgetown; In-Field, Whittemore, Harvard; Out-Field, Speer, Yale.

Facsimilies of the first newspaper ever printed were distributed to the members of the press congress at Heidelberg. It is a sheet published at Strasburg in 1609 by Johann Carolus. In a letter from Venice, dated Sept. 4, in the first number, Galileo's discovery of the telescope is announced. "The Government has added one hundred crowns to the pension of Master Galileo Galilei of Florence, professor of Padua, because he has invented an instrument which enables one to see distant places as if they were quite near."